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COMPLETE
PIANO
MUSIC

Geoffroy Couteau has now nished recording this tremendous piece of
musical work. Unanimously acclaimed by the critics, this adventure
continues to fascinate him.
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La Dolce Volta

Brahms Complete piano solo recording, quintet,
quartets, trios, sonata for violin, cello, first concerto

ABOUT…
“An outstanding recording – with a very thorough explanatory
note, which is hardly a luxury. The sense of atmosphere, the
extreme care brought to production, the obvious depth of
Couteau’s work, the richness of the sound’s personality and
the generous yet simple lyricism are the mark of an
exceptional musician.” DIAPASON
“Take on Brahms; blimey! It is indeed daring to confront the
legends of piano history, moreover in a repertoire that
requires depth and maturity. We played the rst record, and
then the ve other without a break, interrupting all other
activity. When all was over, we listened to it yet again. For
what we hear is nothing less than an achievement.” LE
FIGARO
“Always illuminating yet never exuberant, Geoffroy Couteau’s
playing renews itself in intimate freshness. Ideal for Brahms.
Ideal for an encounter under the aegis of Bethoveen” LE
MONDE
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“These recordings are fascinating as they swing from clear
structure to ardent passion. With such an uncompromising
approach, it would hardly be surprising if this record were to
become a reference.” FONOFORUM (Frank Siebert)

Telerama
FIRST PIANO CONCERTO
Johannes Brahms, Geoffroy Couteau, Metz National
Orchestra, Dir. David Reiland

I

t’s It is hard to know what to admire most with Geoffroy Couteau:
his talent or his tenacity. A few years ago, he set himself the
challenge of Brahms’ (1833-1897) complete piano works, with the
solo pieces as starting point (6 CDs, La Dolce Vita). He continued
with the chamber music and just released a beautiful album of
Sonates with Amaury Coetaux, the Quatuor Modigliani’s rst violin.
Alongside the Metz National Orchestra and David Reiland, he now
takes on the concertos and the rst of two opus for piano and
orchestra : the Concerto for piano n°1 in D minor, op. 15.
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Composed by a very young Brahms, in tribute to his friend and
mentor Robert Schuman (1810-1856), the piece was a total failure
when created in 1859. Its unusual length (48 minutes and almost
half of it for the rst movement), the very chamber music inspired
relations between the soloist and the orchestra, its in nitely exciting
spirit, all that was unsettling at the time lls us with joy today. At the
condition of course of having interpreters capable of crossing
swords with Brahms’ excessiveness and imagination. It is so here,
with an orchestra that doesn’t just escort the pianist but really
dialogues with him, a conductor who carves the slightest details
and still holds the line of the global dramatic tension, and a pianist
who’s inexhaustible energy and hypersensitivity we are glad to
meet again.
As an epilogue to this great journey, Geoffroy Couteau pulls
off another tour de force : Brahms’ transcription of Johan Sebastian
Bach’ (1685-1750) Chaconne, from the Partita for Solo Violin in D
minor. « A comparable dif culty, a knowledge of the technique, the
arpeggios, all brings me to feel like a violinist », those are the words
of the composer to justify his arrangement for the left hand only.
Couteau's virtuose and eloquent performance could even make us
forget the suppleness and warmth of the original instrument.

LE DEVOIR
The brahmsian emergence this passed decade is a pianist :
the french G. Couteau, who fell into Brahms magic spell !
In 2016, we awarded his Brahms Complete Piano Works
amongst our records of the year, mentioning : « the Dolce
Volta publishes a new Brahms Complete Piano Works, the
most important since the incomparable Julius Katchen’s, 50
years ago. Brahms ows into his veins(…) Geoffroy Couteau
j u s t re c o rd e d B ra h m s r s t c o n c e rt o, w o n d e r f u l l y
accompanied by Metz ’s orchestra and David Reiland. Every
musical phrases impose themselves like the ones of Andras
Schiff, but on a modern piano. The second movement is the
highlight of this outstanding recording, an inspiration to the
ones refractory to ancient instruments.
Couteau also initiated Brahms Complete Chamber music,
with the piano Quintet. The CD number ve, the violin
Sonatas with the violinist Amaury Coeytaux, (…) is a gem.
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Christophe Huss
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He is pur For over 10 years, Geoffroy Couteau has built his tower of
Babel brick by brick : record Brahms' complete piano works. A
highly inspired and high ying solo pieces ; duos, trios, quartets
and quintets with the elite of French Chamber music. Here is the
Concert opus 15 over which glide the shadows of Clara and Robert
Schumann. Away the slowness and the pathos that undermine the
juvenile urges. Here, he appears burning and passionate, as David
Reiland and the Metz Orchestra breath unison with the soloist.
Couteau guides us from one phrase to another with the enchanting
charm of a humble yet spectacular chant. The nale’s alacrity and
strength is absolutely irresistible. A great emotion.
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The France Musique radio listeners are still thunderstruck !
During the last blind listening of Brahms’s Intermezzi in the famous
« Tribune des critiques de disques », a young pianist was much
better scored than the other great pianists of the past. His name :
Geoffroy Couteau, rst price Johannes Brahms Competition in
Austria in 2005. He had in stride, dedicated his rst recording to the
composer. He reoffends, proposing the recording of the complete
Brahms piano music, which will mark. This tour de force, is more
over impressive that Brahms is usually reserved for con rmed
performers. Geoffroy Couteau has an astonishing maturity in the
deepest pieces of the romantic repertoire.

